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QUESTION 1

When configuring numbered VPN Tunnel Interfaces (VTIs) in a clustered environment, what issues need to be
considered? 

A. 1, 3, and 4 

B. 2 and 3 

C. 1, 2, and 4 

D. 1, 2, 3 and 4 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

What process manages the dynamic routing protocols (OSPF, RIP, etc.) on SecurePlatform Pro? 

A. gated 

B. There\\'s no separate process, but the Linux default router can take care of that. 

C. routerd 

D. arouted 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You need to verify the effectiveness of your IPS configuration for your Web server farm. You have a colleague run
penetration tests to confirm that the Web servers are secure against traffic hijacks. Of the following, which would be the
best configuration to protect from a traffic hijack attempt? 

A. Enable the Web intelligence > SQL injection setting. 

B. Activate the Cross-Site Scripting property. 
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C. Configure TCP defenses such as Small PMTU size. 

D. Create resource objects for the Web farm servers and configure rules for the Web farm. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

When Load Sharing Multicast mode is defined in a ClusterXL cluster object, how are packets being handled by cluster
members? 

A. All members receive all packets. The Security Management Server decides which member will process the packets.
Other members delete the packets from memory. 

B. All cluster members process all packets and members synchronize with each other. 

C. All members receive all packets. All members run an algorithm which determines which member processes packets
further and which members delete the packet from memory. 

D. Only one member at a time is active. The active cluster member processes all packets. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

David is the MultiCorp Security Manager and approves the proposals submitted by the Security Administrator Peter.
One day, David believes he has detected a vulnerability in the Security Policy. He submits a change proposal and tries
to approve his own submission. The system does not allow him to perform this procedure. 

What is the reason for this behavior? 

A. The company does not allow David to submit and also approve the same policy change. David was assigned the
Approve only permission (instead of Submit and Approve). 
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B. The company does not allow David to submit and approve the same policy change. The setting Manager cannot
approve their submitted sessions in Global Properties was set to On. 

C. The company does not allow David to submit and approve the same policy change. The setting Manager cannot
approve their submitted sessions in the SmartWorkflow section of the Firewall object properties was set to On. 

D. The proposal contains some logical contradictions. The Check Point verification control does not permit this change
to be carried out. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

What is the most common cause for a Quick mode packet 1 failing with the error "No Proposal Chosen" error? 

A. The OS and patch level of one gateway does not match the other. 

B. The previously established Permanent Tunnel has failed. 

C. There is a network connectivity issue. 

D. The encryption strength and hash settings of one peer does not match the other. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

Which of the following commands can provide the most complete restore of an R75 configuration? 

A. upgrade_import 

B. fwm dbimport -p  

C. cpconfig 

D. cpinfo -recover 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

For a dedicated DLP Gateway that runs in inline bridge mode, why is it important to properly define the topology? 

A. Topology definition is necessary for correct anti-spoofing. 

B. Topology is used for Hide NAT. 

C. By default. My Organization is defined by the internal interfaces of a DLP Gateway. 

D. Topology definition is used for VPN communities definition. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

Damon enables an SMTP resource for content protection. He notices that mail seems to slow down on occasion,
sometimes being delivered late. Which of the following might improve throughput performance? 

A. Configuring the SMTP resource to bypass the CVP resource 

B. Increasing the Maximum number of mail messages in the Gateway\\'s spool directory 

C. Configuring the Content Vector Protocol (CVP) resource to forward the mail to the internal SMTP server, without
waiting for a response from the Security Gateway 

D. Configuring the CVP resource to return the mail to the Gateway 

E. Configuring the SMTP resource to only allow mail with Damon\\'s company\\'s domain name in the header 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Which of the following commands shows full synchronization status? 

A. fw hastat 

B. cphaprob -i list 

C. cphaprob -a if 

D. fw ctl iflist 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

Which of the following commands shows full synchronization status? 

A. cphaprob. i list 

B. cphastop 

C. fw ctl pstat 

D. cphaprob. a if 

E. fwhastat 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 12

What is a possible reason for the grayed out Restore Version button in the screenshot of the Database Revision Control
while trying to restore Old_Structure? 

A. Old_Structure was not approved in SmartWorkflow. 

B. No SmartWorkflow session is started. 

C. With SmartWorkflow active, only SmartWorkflow revisions could be restored. 

D. Self-created versions cannot be restored if there are newer versions created in SmartWorkflow. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

You receive an alert indicating a suspicious FTP connection is trying to connect to one of your internal hosts. How do
you block the connection in real time and verify the connection is successfully blocked? 

A. Highlight the suspicious connection in SmartView Tracker > Active mode. Block the connection using the Tools >
Block Intruder menu. Use the Active mode to confirm that the suspicious connection does not reappear. 

B. Highlight the suspicious connection in SmartView Tracker > Log mode. Block the connection using Tools > Block
Intruder menu. Use Log mode to confirm that the suspicious connection does not reappear. 

C. Highlight the suspicious connection in SmartView Tracker > Active mode. Block the connection using Tools > Block
Intruder menu. Use Active mode to confirm that the suspicious connection is dropped. 

D. Highlight the suspicious connection in SmartView Tracker > Log mode. Block the connection using Tools > Block
Intruder menu. Use the Log mode to confirm that the suspicious connection is dropped. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

Jon is explaining how the inspection module works to a colleague. If a new connection passes through the inspection
module and the packet matches the rule, what is the next step in the process? 

A. Verify if the packet should be moved through the TCP/IP stack. 

B. Verify if any logging or alerts are defined. 

C. Verify if the packet should be rejected. 

D. Verify if another rule exists. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15
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John is the MegaCorp Security Administrator, and is using Check Point R71. Malcolm is the Security Administrator of a
partner company and is using a different vendor\\'s product and both have to build a VPN tunnel between their
companies. Both are using clusters with Load Sharing for their firewalls and John is using ClusterXL as a Check Point
clustering solution. While trying to establish the VPN, they are constantly noticing problems and the tunnel is not stable
and then Malcolm notices that there seems to be 2 SPIs with the same IP from the Check Point site. How can they solve
this problem and stabilize the tunnel? 

A. This can be solved by running the command Sticky VPN on the Check Point CLI. This keeps the VPN Sticky to one
member and the problem is resolved. 

B. This is surely a problem in the ISPs network and not related to the VPN configuration. 

C. This can be solved when using clusters; they have to use single firewalls. 

D. This can easily be solved by using the Sticky decision function in ClusterXL. 

Correct Answer: D 
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